BUILT UPON DECADES

Designed, tested and manufactured by Eibach, our PRO-TRUCK series of performance suspension caters to the demands of today’s Truck, Jeep and SUV owners. From improved towing control to increased travel on the trail, each Eibach component is developed to maximize the capability of your vehicle without compromise.

As a worldwide leader in suspension for both the OEM and Performance markets, Eibach has built decades of race-winning technology and understanding into each product, ensuring the highest quality and performance beyond the industry standard.
PRO-TRUCK SHOCK
Performance Dampers

Bolt on our heavy-duty performance shock and experience the Eibach difference. Designed for vehicles with factory height suspension systems, our PRO-TRUCK shock is packed with improved damping technology and durability.

Perfect for increased street performance, the PRO-TRUCK shock’s monotube design improves vehicle stability and ride quality over harsh terrain. Each shock is manufactured by Eibach in the USA and individually dyno tested to ensure consistent performance in each corner.
Engineered to handle anything in their path, the PRO-TRUCK Sport shocks deliver an additional level of damping performance to your Truck, Jeep or SUV. Developed for vehicles with lifted or factory height suspension systems, our PRO-TRUCK Sport shocks feature extended travel bodies and shaft design. Advanced fluid-bypass technology generates low-speed damping force to limit wallowing down the road while delivering increased control through large g-outs on the trails.

For vehicles with coil-over-shock suspension, height adjustable perch grooves allow spring seat adjustment to lift the front of your vehicle accommodating for bumpers, winches or additional weight. Like the PRO-TRUCK shock, each Sport shock is manufactured by Eibach in the USA and individually dyno tested to ensure consistent performance in each corner.
PRO-TRUCK SHOCK FEATURES

A. Extended travel for off-road use on lifted vehicles
B. Standard travel for upgraded OE replacement
C. Nitro-Steel hardened piston rod for reduced seal wear
D. Nitrogen charged monotube design for improved response and consistent performance
E. Height adjustable perch system for vehicles with coil-over-shock construction
F. Performance valving for improved control and comfort on and off-road
G. Performance valving for increased on-road performance
H. High performance MAXIMA® Racing shock oil for consistent damping force
I. Durable cycle-tested bushings and hardware
J. Heavy-Duty corrosion resistant zinc coating
K. Durable powder coating
PRO-LIFT-KIT
Performance Lift Springs

Developed to maximize your vehicle's ground clearance and wheel travel, our PRO-LIFT-KIT spring system is the ultimate solution for lifting your Truck, Jeep, SUV or Crossover. Each system is carefully engineered to increase height without compromising ride quality, allowing for larger wheel and tire combinations and maximum terrain capabilities.

Built from the same technology as our off-road race springs, each PRO-LIFT-KIT is designed to maintain consistent ride height for the duration of its life on the vehicle. Designed, tested and manufactured by Eibach in the USA, our PRO-LIFT-KIT spring systems provide lifted performance on any terrain.
PRO-LIFT-KIT SPRING FEATURES

A  Heavy duty corrosion and abrasion resistant coating
B  Block resistant design for sag free, consistent ride
C  Precision wound coil spring technology
D  High-tensile chrome silicone spring wire
E  Application tuning and design
PRO-TRUCK-LIFT
Performance Lift Systems

- Designed for max lift without accelerated wear to ball joints and bushings
- Easy, bolt-in installation; no cutting or welding required
- Combined with PRO-TRUCK Sport Shocks, allows adjustment of up to 2.75” (depending on vehicle)
- Multi-level spring perch adjustment to accommodate increased loads, for maximum clearance (depending on vehicle)
- PRO-LIFT-KIT Springs manufactured using race winning off-road spring technology
- Shocks built by Eibach using nitro-coated rods, 46mm pistons, MAXIMA® shock oil and heavy-duty zinc-coated bodies
- Made in the USA featuring Eibach’s limited lifetime warranty
ALL-TERRAIN-LIFT
JEEP Performance Lift System

- JEEP specific design featuring increased lift heights ranging from 2-3.5”
- Shocks built by Eibach using nitro-coated rods, 46mm pistons, MAXIMA® shock oil and heavy-duty zinc-coated bodies
- Developed specifically to provide balanced ride quality
- All necessary mounting hardware included
- Made in the USA featuring Eibach’s limited lifetime warranty